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"I recommend this book. John Sarno, MD, at the NYU School of Medicine discovered in the 1970s
that back pain was not coming from the items seen on the imaging, such as for example
herniated discs, arthritis, stenosis, scoliosis, etc. THE FANTASTIC Pain Deception was awarded
Runner-Up Finalist in "Best New Health Reserve" of 2012 and in addition honored as Finalist in
"Health: Alternative Medication. The only thing standing between great health, and healing, can
be ego. Pain was via oxygen decrease through the autonomic nervous system due to elevated
tension amounts, but have been errantly linked to the "normal abnormalities" noticed on MRIs
and X-rays. After Steve healed he began receiving hundreds of emails, phone calls, and letters,
asking for his help--as well many to respond to, so he made a decision to write his encounter
down in a publication." Marc Sopher, MD "This is a really excellent book! This reserve does an
excellent job of exploring the realm of brain within body--and supreme curing. Sarno, MD "I
consider this to become the definitive encyclopedia of TMS." Back again pain, knee discomfort,
shoulder pain, hands and foot pain, rarely result from herniated discs and joint failures.
Discomfort, such as fibromyalgia, can be a deception of the mind created by the brain to
maintain dark, threatening, and sad feelings from entering consciousness. feedback of a life not
really lived. However, pain is not "in your brain" of the sufferer--and is usually frequently
misrepresented as such by people who reject a mindbody process for reasons of ego and
monetary gain. Sarno labeled the disorder TMS, or tension myoneural syndrome, currently being
known as The Mindbody Syndrome. We live in an environment of medical marvels. Nevertheless,
those marvels have grown to be a double-edged sword, often creating more complications than
they resolve." John E. I recommend this book and its own message. Most physicians refused to
trust his findings despite the fact that his success price in curing the most troublesome of pain-
situations was well above theirs. Dr. Symptoms outside and inside of your body are primarily the
result of psychological conflict hidden in the body and beyond awareness. IN THE Great Pain
Deception Steve tells his compelling tale of a 30-calendar year struggle with pain and best
healing after discovering Dr. Sarno’s function." Christiane Northrup, MD "Steve did an excellent
job discovering the realm of mindbody medicine, making this an excellent resource for those
people who are still searching for answers. After 10 years of research, Steve offers conveyed an
amazing testimonial of overcome tragedy, an inspiring tale of healing that is clearly a must read
if you suffer from any ailment from mild to serious." Paul Gwozdz, MD "There is fantastic wisdom
and clarity right here. Pain and illness will be the virtual vocabulary of the unconscious brain.
Disease may be the report cards of how content we are; The vast majority of pains and
symptoms emanate from a mindbody procedure stemming from a character of perfectionism.
Symptoms are anger flowing over into the physical realm, signs of internal conflict. Discomfort
and unpleasant symptoms serve an objective. Whenever we are untrue to ourselves and
requirements, living by the codes and wishes of others, denying our deepest desires--symptoms
then type to reveal the deeper conflict. Modern medicine is certainly pointing us toward our
anatomies in the try to cure us through engineering the individual system. These high-tech
procedures are often producing us worse by ignoring the message that the body is trying to
convey through such things as colitis, irritable bladder, fibromyalgia, skin disorders and an
infinite selection of other symptoms, including tumor." Janette Barber Recipient of 2 awards in



the 2012 International Book Award contest.
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Chronic Migraines Gone! It was my subconscious emotions.!! I read this book after I read Dr.
John Sarno's Mindbody Prescription and after I became a member of the tmswiki. I came across
this book after dealing with chronic back discomfort and reading Dr John Sarno's books. That
was just a little over a year ago and I cannot believe I've not written a review.This book really
helped to answer so many questions I had about TMS. The author has put an unbelievable
amount of care into explaining the true cause and remedy of so many chronic illnesses. This is
the most amazing facet of my TMS encounter.Since discovering TMS, I am no longer suffering
from chronic migraine, anxiety, allergies, neck pain, constipation and inflamed nasal passages. I
am permanently thankful to John Sarno and Steven Ozanich for his or her TMS work and not only
saving my life but changing it for the better, for in fact giving all the pain I went through a
purpose. This is me! There is nothing to lose and everything to gain. they would like to prescribe
poisonous drugs and cut into your body thats about it- Unless you want to get cut into or
consider deadly pills on the daily after that learning these details will greatly last.. Even if you
certainly are a female with pelvic or genitalia pain ( and doctors are providing you BS analysis)
please before carrying out anything drastic go through this book. The Great Pain Deception
pleased my curiosity and offers initiated even more healing. I fully healed from 10 years of
chronic pain in my back, ankles, and plantar fasciitis in both feet.!! Greatest reserve EVER!
Stretching, physical therapy, massage, chiropractor, ice, temperature, night splints, custom shoe
inserts, compression sleeves, ankle braces, back support, cortisone shots, and EVERYTHING else
possible beyond surgery.! I've healed back discomfort that has been with me since I was a
teenager--- I am now 35 and pain free of charge (also I am a Kinesiologists and I'd say everything
I studied about our body in university is wrong- all the medical information out there, it is wrong
wrong wrong) This book may be the most amazing reserve ever! Stop what your carrying out!!
Highly recommend this book!.. "conceal don't experience don't let them know, make one wrong
move and everyone will know.! and get a refresher of our psychology and subconscious after that
you can see how many things we perform on the daily causes a split or division in our mind
between our very ego and sub concosious or id. Excellent book Excellent book, perfectly written,
couldn't put it down." Basically that is a cultural epidemic.. TMS lifesaver!. Great insights into
psychology reads as well. WOW! Not really that the discomfort or ailment you are feeling is in
"your head" and not real.... During that time it's probably better to do light exercise and provide an
excellent healing environment. Sarno who offers healed tens of thousands of peoples back again
discomfort including Larry david and howard stern) generally would not request you about
repressed emotions for treating chronic discomfort---- they rather look at you as if you are
broken- scare the crap out of you, prescribe drugs that trigger constipation and more issues then
ultimately lower into you- Eeeeeek non-e of this sounds good- Or you can open your mind read
this details and heal! It required me a few days to heal 75% or so then a few more weeks and now
I am 1000000% healed- This book and the concepts in it are changing my profession and my
course in existence- I entered a field and studied Kinesiology in an effort to understand and help
others physically------ Right now my e oryes and counciousness are therefore different- Most of
us have no idea we are repressing anything, and that is dangerous. No even more.. We all have
been repressing and concealing our true emotions---- The consequence of this repression and
concealing can be chronic low back discomfort- migraines- excema- acne- pores and skin issues-
fibromyalgia - asthma and the set of ailments goes on and on. And I was obsessively doing ALL
THE THINGS to get better. Thank you, Mr.This book changed the span of my entire life! not as a
whole being.. THIS BOOK HAS CHANGED THE SPAN OF MY ENTIRE LIFE AND CAREER! Details!. I
am so greatful for Steven for composing this reserve(I was on the verge of closing all of this for



myself) but after reading his book there is so much hope for most of the pains and the chronic
pain that you will be suffering. On top of that! But what if it never goes away completely?!?. just
the knowledge of this work and the consciousness can promote recovery- There is no money to
be produced with big pharma or medical procedures---- just info and knowledge therapy! This
book and the ideas of TMS are saving people everyday---- My friends husband dedicated suicide
several years back because of failed spinal surgeries and intense discomfort------ I wish he
previously this information since it truly is existence changing! Perform the things you love to do
Amazing book! Can't speak highly more than enough of it. The most valuable message I got from
this book is to remain active, do points you like to do, and not think about the pain.! Who cares?
Right now I see two options. Either proceed with the doctors guidance and try to protect the back
at all times, have ESI shots and perhaps surgery later (this might sound great if there was a 100. I
love this book because it goes into a lot more details than Dr Sarno's books do, and it includes a
lot of humor as well! Or forget about all this, go live an active lifestyle, do the things I love to do
such as running, rock climbing, weight lifting, and accept the pain for now and not let it disturb
me or alter how I live my life. Since I adapted this mindset the sciatica has gotten much better
and some days I even forget I utilized to have pain there. Do you know what heals you? So what
may i do? I'm getting the time of my entire life, so content, thrilled with all the current exercise I'm
putting in (I'm averaging 5-10 hours weekly now), and obtaining the most out of existence. When
I “tweak” a vintage injury, I simply pay no attention to it and play through it..- Yes, some accidents
might need period to heal before you can be active again. The timeframe of curing varies but I
visualize anywhere from 2 weeks - 4 months ought to be sufficient for some injuries to heal.
however the body and mind are connected--- your brain is in the end in your frigging body---- but a
western MD (besides Dr..- Be sure you fill your life with the people you love, have lots of pleasure,
and laughter and revel in every second.Dont's:- Limit yourself at all. Don't believe that humans are
fragile and not capable of using their body.- Don't allow any pain / injury define you. Instead
consider it as a chance to grow. during healing, I CUT OUT EVERY SINGLE THING LISTED Over. If
you've been trying and trying to heal yourself then search no further. I'm acquiring profoundly
important and helpful information atlanta divorce attorneys paragraph. The concepts he's
presented just make sense and I'm pleased to say my back pain is gone!s. anyone attempting to
chat or hook up in the bay region, feel free to reach me at livosom@gmail.com Lifechanger
Deviated septum? Ringing ears? Car immune disease? Ulcers? This book is a must read for
anybody.. Sarno's first, and this book is extremely well researched and well crafted. If you are
open and ready to heal your chronic pain this is the book! This book has literally changed my
entire life. Steve Ozanich is the real deal. That's not likely to help anyone. Quit so hard! I want to
quote a melody from the disney film Frozen.! And the most beautiful part.. It's about an
awareness change. It's all in you to begin with, this book can help show you into your safe place.
You are healed, you are perfect!. The book covers so much ground. It is also a great read,
extremely entertaining. Hard to place down once you begin. It's inexpensive and you are worth it.
What do you have to loose? After this time has passed you're good to go and do vigorous things
but remember to always built your strength gradually up... There is so much valuable details this
publication provides and it only gets better as you continue reading. I've resumed playing tennis
with reckless abandon three or more times per week, with small to no soreness. Probably your
pain? Must Read if you are a pain sufferer If you are struggling with any kind of pain and are at a
loss for how to proceed, you NEED to read this book.! This publication helped me observe where
my discomfort was via.! It’s a lot of reading and comprehension but you will see how this book
can change your life! If you or someone you know has chronic discomfort buying this reserve is a



must!I hope that somebody suffering from chronic migraines will please provide this approach a
try.!.org site.00% success rate btw). It's such a masterpiecep.. Among the best wellness books
I've ever read I don't think I've ever underlined so much of a reserve as this one.Thank you for
writing this book Steven! I've browse many mindbody books since Dr. Thanks, Steve for this
book. It switches into great details and is very thorough and that is just what you should drill into
the human brain when you are 1st discovering TMS. All because of this book. I hope more people
will be open-minded and browse books such as this.. Ozanich! ! Apparently the MRI displays the
favorite L5S1 herniation (decent herniation based on the doc), with sciatica from the initial onset
6 months ago.!.! This publication has significantly changed my life. Steven explains everything
and it’s like a light light bulb comes on in your mind and you say oh my god!! It was bad, real bad.
this is where the mind body play comes into actions- Once you gain that probably yes you are an
over achiever type A, hard working dependable friend, parent and partner, avoid confrontation
and a people pleaser. This book has changed the path of my life path! This reserve is all you
need. It took this book and Steve to tell me this for me personally to "get it" and heal..- Be
stressed. This took changed me from a cripple at age group 29.Sarnos healing back again pain. I
hadn’t worked out in 2 yrs, gained weight, and quit all the activities I really like. I sensed trapped
and guilty to my wife, like WE were likely to have to “deal” and “manage” this pain for the others of
our lives. When I go through this publication, used its contents to my life entire heartedly,
everything changed. Today, I’m 100% free from pain, and I’m at the best level of activity I’ve ever
been. And he has a great love of life and fun. I used to take the simple independence to “move
without pain” for granted. Our current medical industry is fairly effed for lack of a better term----
doctors look at humans as parts. This is essential buy in case you have read Dr. I couldn’t sit at
work, walk greater than a mile, or operate for lots of minutes without severe pain.. Everything I
learned about discomfort as a Kinesiologists is certainly WRONG! This is an excellent wonderful
edition we have to the TMS material out there and a must read for anyone with unexplained
aches or paone. THE FANTASTIC Pain Explanation! It had been both miraculous and mystical. I
am a 58 year old man that was healed from 5 years of debilitating, life-altering back pain by
listening to the Audible version of Sarno’s Healing Back Discomfort while commuting to and
from function in my own car. I had a need to understand more in what had happened in my life,
from the Genesis of the back pain to the Revelation of Sarno’s treatment. Reading two even more
of Sarno’s books, and two of Ozanich’s books shed light, but did not provide an description that
made complete sense to me. WOW WOW WOW! I have now experienced relief from a chronic 34
year aged left ankle sprain, right shin tendonitis, best shoulder rotator cuff discomfort, chronic
groin “pulls,” arthritis in both of your hands, face and eyes twitches, foot pain, rib cage pain,
athletes foot, jock itch, anal itching and the most astounding of all: chronic frequent migraines.
Unbelievable, right?. I KNOW! I was suffering from neck, shoulder, jaw discomfort, head pain,
stress and anxiety and several other symptoms for years.!.Do's:- I recommend reading the
complete book in order, not glance here and there. I already was 100% convinced that was my
issue and this book helped me get to the the majority of my journey.
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